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The Crypto-Capers are off on another adventure, but this time for the reason that of their
adversary, the Panther. All the best! If indeed they don't, the infamous Panther will certainly win.

The Crypto-Capers must believe in themselves and have faith within their new friends to help
them find the items needed to open up the treasure space and finally provide closure to an

archeologist's life, a guy whose history is linked with the Golden Monkey. Sent to the Riviera
Maya on the demand of a friend, the Crypto-Capers find themselves on a treasure hunt smack

dab in the heart of Chichen Itza's archeological recreation area. Sign up for the Crypto-Capers on
their new experience by solving the cryptograms and participating in the various activities. But
they find more questions than answers, and more clues. Are they getting led astray? Or will the
truth run therefore deep that it cannot be believed? The Legend of the Golden Monkey leads the
Crypto-Capers to the ancient ruins of Chichen Itza, a once flourishing Mayan city where secrets
abound. Upon recognizing the Panther's involvement, the Crypto-Capers immediately agree to
find methods to sabotage his efforts of finding the treasure 1st. Max, Mia, Granny and Morris,

must rise to his challenge.
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Challenging Book for Children Who Love Puzzles This is actually the third book in the Cypto-
Capers series (following I love this book since it doesn't "talk down" to its readers;and The Crypto-
Capers: The Case of Crimson Rock Canyon). This reserve also introduces Mayan Mathematics,
and has plenty of factual information about Mexico. it pushes them to be engaged with solving
the story.The premise of the book is that the young reader solves several puzzles through the
entire the story. I had not read the prior two when I started to read that one, and got by just
fine.The Crypto-Capers: The Case of the Missing Sock  The books build on each other (and get
more challenging, I believe). This may not be for each young person, but for those who enjoy a
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challenge, this publication definitely fills a distinct segment. I can easily start to see the
publication being enjoyed by kids who appreciate reading and puzzles, homeschool families, and
gifted programs.
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